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About This Game

Old Legends surround the long forgotten kingdom of Ozolan. They tell stories about Chulua, the former Ruler of Ozolan, who is
said to have buried himself in his own treasury, only using his bare hands. But after Ozolans fall, no one ever heard of the

kingdom or it’s king ever again. Only the legends survived the time and remained until today.

To learn the truth about Ozolan and Chulua you embark on an epic journey into the midst of a mythical nordic world.

In this Brick-Braker Game you accompany Runar, on his adventure through Ozolan.
Cast different spells for maximum damage and use skill points to enhance Runars strength and intelligence.

Experience his adventure in 10 scenes in a total of 50 levels.

Are you ready to follow the legend of Ozolan and reveal the secret surrounding Chuluas treasure?

Story

Experience the whole story of Runar on his search for the treasure.

Spells

Cast spell to deal huge amounts of damage.
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Abilities

Spend skill points at the end of each level and decide between strength, intelligence or more total life

Achievements

Gather achievements and become a legend.

Key Features

 3D brick breaker

 Classic game concept with a modern implementation

 Complete Story

 Ten unique handcrafted scenes

 A total of 50 level

 RPG like skill tree

 Multitude of achievements

 Authentic soundtrack and narrator

 Lots of items

 High speed

 High-quality graphics

 Adventure mode for advanced players

 German / English language available through ingame options
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Title: Ancient Rush 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Heideland GameWorks
Publisher:
Heideland GameWorks
Release Date: 4 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: AMD Athlon X4 860K or Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: Direct X-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: 3-button mouse and keyboard

English
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You've never seen anything like this! Spacejacked is a incredibly polished, fast-paced and challenging experience that mixes
elements of 2D platforming, tower defense with a great strategic layer built above it. Every choice matters in the game, and you
would be making important decisions on what to build and not to build as your resources carry on to your next mission\/day. On
a micro level, you will see yourself frantically managing your towers, reading enemy patterns, repairing your base. The graphics
are really slick and smooth too!

This is one of the freshest and most innovative game that has come out from the indie community, which has seen a lack of
creativity in recent years. Support the devs!. This is a short, fun puzzle game. Reminds me of Machinarium. The Steam
achievements are fun but as I mentioned its very short. Took me around 5 hours to beat my first time playing. I played it a
second time to get some Steam achievements and it only took an hour. Overall its worth the 2.50 I payed, probably worth 4.99,
but I dont know that I'd pay the full 9.99 for it.. I know that this game looks like a demo. I know the trailer doesn't catch your
eye. I know it looks extremely simple. I know it looks boring.

But trust me: give it a go. It's incredibly fulfilling.

The reviewers weren't lying: this game really does make you feel like God.. great game loved it it just is not a game you can play
fr to long. This game doesn't quite hold up as a hack-and-slash, but it has nice roguelike mechanics that make it worth a least
one playthrough. this is not enabled by default you must do it manually. right click the game ==> game properties ==> dlc tab
==> check the unchecked box. :happyface:
seems to be the only one like this.. The music and illustrations work brilliantly together to make this a very happy program.
Though not a game, not even a visual novel, Little Storm is a beautiful work of art, easily worth five minutes of your time.. This
was very disappointing since I did like some of the previous games.

This is probably the preachiest of the lot, which is saying something, considering how the author seems utterly incapable of
writing about societal issues in a non-hamfisted way. The entire game is full of clumsily written speeches that feels more like
they're coming from the author than the characters themselves.

A huge focus in this game is discrimination, which I thought would be interesting. But instead of being shown instances of the
discrimination our PC apparently faces we're just sort of told it exists. According to the author we're obviously supposed to care
about it, and you don't really have much of a choice.

If you choose to be uninterested in politics and instead focus on your sister (who is DYING by the way) you're almost punished
and berated by the game, which is absurd. The author also seems to hold a bit of a grudge against certain characters, like the
character Griffin (who's a RO!) whose only crime as far as I know is that he enjoys a bit of attention and isn't very bright.

The author really needs to begin distancing themselves a bit from what they're writing because it's not doing them any favours.
There's nothing wrong with having social commentary in your game. But author, if you're reading this, please try taking a step
back in your next games and let the characters and world speak for itself. It's jarring to feel judged for your choices by the
author in a game that's supposedly built on choices.. Does everyone remember how awesome The Elder Scrolls Oblivian was
when it came out? This game, though a work in progress, has that feeling. The mechanics alone are the reason why I bought it.
However, it also has good graphics (becoming amazing every patch), rich and fulfilling combat, and the possibility for so much
more. The developers listen to the players, and they really care about their work. So, if there is/was something you care about in
this game they will hear you out on it. I can't wait to see what this game turns out to be.

EDIT: I think that the game has been abandoned. The has not been any update or new content since January 2016 at this point..
Painfully average. Decent graphics and new ideas are squandered with terrible gunplay and design. Decent enough if on a steep
sale, otherwise don't bother.
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pros:
 you get to kill anime
 tight controls
requires mad skillz
cons:
you are the anime
has only one waifu skin to kill
in the middle of the match a player named god left the game. ITS
GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BUT NOT AS MUCH AS HUMAN CONDITIONS
. 8.5\/10 My ears enjoyed it
#First!. Would be a little more fun if the graphics weren't so rough. The bike looks pretty good, but everything else is blurry.
Not much depth to it, but for less than $4 what does one expect. Would be nice if a project like this ended up being like Road
Redemption or Road Rash. I used an xbox 360 controller. Holding your hands up with the motion controller get uncomfortable
after a while. It's more accurate and you still have the feeling of being on the bike using a standard controller. If the devs could
sharpen those graphics it would be a decent time killer.. Ive activated it in steam AND Uplay....nothing. I cannot get Hurks dlc
to show up.. If you like Limbo, I wouldn't suggest this game.
It's just a sloppier clone with some frustrating gameplay mechanics.
Far too many times I died because of trial and error - some land you can walk on, some kills you, yet you wont know until you
die to it.
Yes you die a lot in Limbo from the unknown, but it never felt cheap. You either rushed in or didnt react quick enough.
In this game, it just kills you to feign some sort of challenge or depth. The rules also change whenever they feel like it. You
might learn one mechanic, for it to change in the next room. And while that may sound innovative, it is implemented poorly.
I gave this one a real chance to try and recapture some of the immersiveness I felt from Limbo, but it came nowhere close, and I
just left angry and disappointed.. Forewarning: I like games mostly based on (pixelated) aesthetics, and find high replay value in
extremely simplistic places.

I can't believe how much fun I'm having on 50 cents. I was a little apprehensive about the non-sale price tag, but I'm now willing
to say I would have paid full price for this gem, and I feel like it's a steal on sale. If you favor the arcade style and / or graphics
that look like they just popped out of a Sega Genesis, this is a must-own.

Even though this game is much more 'breakout' in nature, I almost want to call this an action/pinball game. It's just too
awesome.. touareg looks WAY TOO UGLY,there is a freaking mclaren F1 in a RAID pack that DOESNT EVEN HAVE RAID
SPEC SO WHY THE HELL PUT IT HERE? just one word:DONT BUY THIS PACK UNLESS YOU HAVE IT FOR FREE
IN SEASON PASS
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